Opting for the Margins, Again: Recovering an Episcopal Vision
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ven a casual observer of our times would likely agree with
theologian David Tracy’s observation that our present
age is one “that cannot name itself.”2 Are we still, he
muses, in the age of modernity, in which Western culture,
safely at the center of history, extends its control with
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dazzling technological, scientific, and economic efficiency? Or are
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we, as the “anti-moderns” would have it, facing the advent of anoth-
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er dark age, the dawning of a new era of barbarism, in which rela-

Elizabeth, Port Elizabeth, South Africa. He is the former

tivism and subjectivism reign supreme, trampling underfoot the

editor of Quarterly Review, published jointly by the

achievements of the Enlightenment heritage—reason, science,

General Board of Higher Education and Ministry and

democracy, individual rights? Or, yet again, are we indeed entering a
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“postmodern” epoch, in which Western modernity stands exposed
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for what it always has been: a hubristic and dangerous-because-selfdeceiving exercise in dominating, subjugating, and fabricating the
world—natural, animal, human—based on the false pretensions a
self-grounding, autonomous ego?
Add to this intellectual vertigo the seismic demographic, cultural,
economic, political, and religious shifts that are reshaping the landscape of our twenty-first-century world. Protracted ethnic, religious,
and political conflicts around the globe are creating large-scale
migration, displacement, and homelessness, and the emergence of
an underclass of permanent refugees. In a “postmodern”3 age that
supposedly marks the “end of metanarratives,”4 global capitalism
seems to have become the defining metanarrative—perhaps even
the new religion, if religion is understood as a framework for
orienting us to the world and our place in it.5 Increasingly the global
market is being determined not by industrial production but by the
virtual realities of the stock market and the free flow of capital. Far
from leading to greater access for more people, the free flow of
capital in fact benefits the elites who control the mechanisms of
wealth creation. Thus, as theologian Joerg Rieger observes, “As the
www.GBHEM.org

presence of capital increases, those who have no access to capital

disappear from view.” Trillions of dollars, he notes, are

less to denominational distinctives and more to the influence

exchanged in cyberspace on a daily basis without human

of “local circumstances, de facto congregationalism,

contact and “without being affected by the life-and-death

borrowing models that others have found to be successful,

struggle of vast numbers of the global population.”6 Not

and competition in the religious marketplace.”11

surprisingly, the disparity between the prosperous and the

Last, but by no means least, is the reality of living in a

poor around the globe has increased exponentially, leading

world in the grip of fear. Daily we are inundated with

to massive wealth concentrating in the hands of fewer

stories of death, killing, torture, and rape. Ever more

and fewer, with those on the “underside” of the global

sophisticated “improvised explosive devices” kill growing

market experiencing deepening poverty, isolation, and—

numbers of people, penetrating vehicles and “green zones”

most tragically—growing invisibility.7

formerly thought impregnable. Israelis and Palestinians

Meanwhile, the centuries-long love affair between

glare at one another across walls built out of mortar, fear,

Christianity and Western culture—often called “Christendom”—

and suspicion. The horror of 9/11 shook the American

appears to be unraveling. The vitality and growth of the faith

psyche to the core, catapulting security and safety into

are shifting to the Southern Hemisphere, with some

central preoccupations. Witness our frantic insistence on

commentators prognosticating that this distinctly conserva-

“securing our borders,” even to the extent of literally

tive brand of Christianity will likely become normative

constructing a fence on parts of our southern border.

by mid-century. Some even warn of a coming “clash of

Notice the steady drumbeat of urgent calls, from

civilizations” within the Christian family.8 Perhaps

politicians to pundits to terrified citizens, to increase

predictably the demise of Christendom is most apparent in

“homeland security,” even at the cost of long-held values

its traditional heartland, Europe, which is now commonly

and freedoms. Consider how the fevered debate over

labeled “post-Christian.” Yet even the United States, for

immigration in recent days has exposed a primal anxiety

decades considered that most Christian of Christian

for a space that is secure, predictable, under control—

countries, is witnessing the fading glow of the Constantinian

protected from the foreigner, the “alien,” the “undocumented,”

era. Many American Christians, particularly those in the

those on the outside, those who do not belong here. And so

“mainline” denominations, appear largely oblivious to, or

we erect walls, secure borders, and construct bunkers,

perhaps unbothered by, announcements of the church’s

physical and psychological and spiritual—“safe houses”

growing marginalization. Other, more conservative

for our fearful souls and our anxious spirits.

believers, well aware of Christianity’s diminishing cultural
and political capital, are mounting concerted efforts to “keep

Reading the Signs of the Times

America a Christian country.” Yet, Canadian theologian

These signs of the times have not escaped the notice of

Douglas John Hall contends, slowly but surely the cultural

United Methodist leaders at all levels of the denomination’s

disestablishment of the church is unfolding before our eyes.9

life, particularly the Council of Bishops. The United

The signs of the “humiliation of the church”10 are every-

Methodist Church in the United States, the bishops tell us,

where: witness the steady loss of authority of Christian

has come to a “critical turning point in [its] history,”12

symbols once at the heart of American cultural life; the

a “tipping point” that calls United Methodists to “rekindle

decline in social, religious, and political influence, prestige,

our Wesleyan passion for souls.”13

and privilege of the so-called mainline denominations; an
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Such calls for “rekindling” have taken the form of a

erupting ethnic, cultural, and religious pluralism that is

variety of proposals for denominational “renewal” and

erasing the remaining vestiges of Christian hegemony; a

“revitalization.” Two of these proposals, both episcopal

ubiquitous consumer capitalism that privileges individual

initiatives, bear careful analysis, for they represent widely

satisfaction over communal goods and threatens to treat

divergent if not contrasting visions of ecclesial renewal.

even religious ideas and practices as so many possibilities in

The first proposal, beginning with Vital Congregations–

the insatiable play of self-creation; to name but a few.

Faithful Disciples: Vision for the Church (hereafter Vital

Perhaps most alarming for denominational leadership, note

Congregations), is important because it represents the

the increasing unraveling of predictable religious traditions

current

and well-defined denominational identities. More and more

denomination—a vision and course of action championed

congregations, observes United Methodist theologian

enthusiastically today by bishops and other denomina-

Jackson Carroll, are trying out new organizational forms and

tional leaders alike. The second proposal was first

ecclesial practices, a process of experimentation that owes

suggested in 1996 in Children and Poverty: An Episcopal

trajectory

of

renewal

discourse

in

the

Initiative 14 and subsequently restated and expanded
in two further “foundation documents.” While it was
discontinued in 2004, I contend that it is this initiative and
not the dominant narrative that points the way to
authentic renewal for our denomination. As I argue
below, the bishops had it exactly right in Children and
Poverty when they proposed that United Methodists would
experience true renewal—and thus faithful discipleship—
only in a journey to the margins in solidarity with “the least
of these.” The dominant narrative, on the other hand,
reveals a church increasingly preoccupied with its own
survival in our uncertain and unsettling times. Anxious
over its growing cultural disestablishment and its failing
membership fortunes in the United States in the context of
a rapidly changing global religious reality, this church,
under the banner of “making disciples,” seeks newness of
life by remaining firmly at the center— as a church of the
middle class for the middle class. Thus, it experiences the
church’s “humiliation” as a threat to its future. By contrast,
and in the spirit of the bishops’ vision in Children and
Poverty, I encourage United Methodists to view our
increasing disestablishment as a promise—as the beckoning
of a cruciform discipleship on the margins it once knew
and can know again.15 In this way we can grasp for our day
the simple but profound truth Father Wesley and our early
Methodist forebears understood so clearly: the church’s
healing into faithfulness lies in the company of those

Two Tales of Renewal
I begin with Children and Poverty for two reasons. It makes
several theological moves that are essential for a United
Methodist theology dedicated to ministry with the poor. I
will affirm and expand on these claims in my own musings
later in the paper. It also provides a useful context for
explaining the blind spots in the dominant narrative that
keep the poor at arms’ length instead of making them
integral to the church’s identity, mission, and ministry.
The logic and basic assumptions of the argument are
crucial. First, the bishops ground their argument in the
missio Dei. Everything else follows from this starting point.
God’s dream for humanity—indeed, for all creation—is to
be a community of “interdependency, mutuality, and
harmony,” a dream that has become flesh in Jesus Christ.
Second, under the conditions of alienation, injustice, and
suffering brought on by our thwarting of the divine dream,
God has chosen “the poor, the vulnerable, and the powerless as means of grace and transformation.” In other
words, here engagement with the poor is inscribed in the
essence of God’s mission in Christ. Third, the church’s
fundamental calling is to imitate the missio Dei. Therefore,
Christ invites his body to “intimate community with the
vulnerable and the violated, the humiliated and the
impoverished.”17 In other words, the being and doing of
the church derive from the being and doing of God. Thus,

despised, marginalized, and excluded by the political,

as imitators of the divine mission, engagement with the

cultural, and economic powers-that-be. Here, on this

poor is inscribed in the essence of the church’s mission and

pilgrimage “downward,” from the center to the margins in

ministry. Fourth, this calling necessarily prompts the

solidarity with the poor, the marginalized, and the

question: What sort of community does the church need to

excluded,16 United Methodists can discover for our time

be in order to be faithful to such a God? The bishops are

the reason for which God has raised us up. For this reason,

clear that the status quo will not do. Indeed, they call for a

I call on denominational leaders to reconsider the current

“reshaping” of The United Methodist Church “in response

path of renewal and for the bishops to lead the church in

to the God who is among ‘the least of these,’” and “the

making the vision adumbrated so compellingly in Children

evaluation of everything the church is and does in the light

and Poverty defining for United Methodist self-under-

of the impact on children and the impoverished.” The

standing and practice.

implications for the identity and ministry of the church are

My argument proceeds as follows. I begin with an

apparent. “We are convinced,” the bishops say, “that the

analysis of the abovementioned episcopal initiatives,

reshaping of the church and the proclamation of the gospel

showing how contrasting views of the place and role of the

cannot take place apart from a newly developed sense of

poor in each document lead to their widely divergent

community; that is, relationship of the church, including

recommendations for the renewal the church needs and

the bishops, with the economically impoverished and the

the road that would lead us there. In the process, I give

most vulnerable of God’s children.”18

reasons why Children and Poverty offers a more faithful

In their third foundation document the bishops set out

vision of church for United Methodists. Then, in the

the contours of this new community, which they call “the

second half of the paper, I identify a number of steps I

Beloved Community.” As an expression of the Beloved

believe would assist United Methodists in their journey

Community, The United Methodist Church can be “‘a sign

to the margins.

of hope . . . that division, destitution, despair, and death
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[are] being overcome’ by the love of God shown in Jesus-

vitality and faithfulness at this critical time in the church’s

like living.”19 “Reconstituting the body” in the form of the

life and mission.”23 In describing this “critical time,” the

Beloved Community reaches all the way into the structure

bishops provide a compelling picture: we long for the

and organization of the church. In their “call to action,” the

comfort of a “Protestant establishment” now lost; we are

bishops assert that “all aspects of the life of the church

aimless, lacking vision; we are preoccupied with church

need to come under review,” from clergy compensation to

business; we are fearful of others, “people not like

how and where new congregations are started to how we

ourselves”; we mirror the values of culture more than we

design and locate church facilities to how the church

challenge them (as evident in our unwillingness to

recruits, nurtures, and deploys pastoral leaders to how “our

question the values that support our prosperity); we are

connectional ecclesiology” can facilitate engagement

preoccupied with our own survival, spending our energies

with the

poor.20

on maintaining properties and programs, afraid to “risk

I believe the bishops’ approach here is fundamentally

death” for the sake of following Jesus.24 The bishops

right. However, it could be strengthened by clarifying and

speak powerfully of how our fixation on ourselves has

developing two aspects. The first concerns the rationale

contributed to our “forgetfulness of the poor.” In a

for the missio Dei: Why does God choose the poor and

provocative interpretation of Mark 2:1-12, in which four

despised of the earth as a vehicle for redemption? What is

men bring a paralyzed man to Jesus for healing by lowering

it about the divine nature that prompts this move?

him on a stretcher through the roof, the bishops observe:

The second has to do with clarifying just how the church’s
mission and its character as community in solidarity with
the poor are to be conceived. I will argue later that
community with the poor provides United Methodists with
an opportunity for retrieving holiness as the church’s
mission. Further, in describing the character of the Beloved
Community, the bishops say surprisingly little about just
how such a community is to be sustained and nurtured—
that is, the practices and disciplines needed to form, feed,

The United Methodist Church is the one on the
stretcher. We are paralyzed by the loss of our culture’s
support. We have let our institutional structures
become a burden to us. Yet it is as though the ones
who need us now—the poor, the oppressed, the sick,
the estranged, the hopeless, the broken in spirit—
have lifted us up and carried us to the Master. . . .
The decision is ours. What will we do? Will we be
moved to walk with Christ into the hurts and hopes
of this world? Or will we continue in our inertia? 25

and empower “Jesus-like living” on the margins. As I will
argue, the means of grace are critical in shaping identity
and enabling cruciform

practice.21

I return to both points

in the second half of the paper.

Anticipating what they would claim six years later, the
bishops hint that the renewal of The United Methodist
Church is possible only in a journey to the margins. It is
only in the company of the poor, the oppressed, the sick,
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the estranged, the hopeless, and the broken in spirit—

The renewal narrative currently in vogue offers a very

and through their mediation —that the church will

different picture of the church and its mission in the world.

experience the healing it so desperately needs. Yet, despite

To get a clear sense of its contours, and, most important,

this generative image, the poor remains marginal in the

of its weaknesses, it helps to use the above argument

bishops’ recommendations for congregational renewal.

as a backdrop. What the analysis shows is just what

Why? The answer not only sheds light on the document

the bishops had feared would prevent the church’s

but also helps explain the continued marginality of the

“conversion” to “more complete community with the

poor in the current trajectory of renewal discourse. Let us

poor”: engagement with the poor is “an optional program”

see how this happens.

or “temporary missional emphasis” rather a catalyst to

Most important to notice is that, unlike in Children and

“reorder the church’s priorities in accordance with the God

Poverty, the bishops here do not ground the identity,

revealed in Jesus Christ.”22

mission, and ministry of the church (and thus of

To understand our present alienation from the poor, we

congregations) explicitly in the missio Dei. Consequently,

need to begin with Vital Congregations, the episcopal

identification with the poor does not become definitive of

initiative that provides the conceptual framework for the

the self-understanding and mission of the church either.

renewal talk that dominates the church’s imagination

As a result, the document lacks the vantage point from

today. In this initiative, the bishops offer guidance to

which to call for the radical reshaping of the church’s life the

congregations as they struggle “to realize their vision of

bishops would advocate later. Indeed, in the absence of this

starting point the bishops make three moves that go a long

occasions when we “reach out” in acts of charity. The

way in explaining the assumptions about ministry with the

bishops’ blindness to the way neighborhoods function to

poor in current calls for denominational revitalization.

establish and maintain social distance and alienation (and,

First, the bishops fail to raise critical questions about

as a result, foster either paternalism or indifference) is

United Methodism’s social location in the middle class—

exacerbated when they leave the choice of neighborhood

a reality that contributes greatly to the near invisibility of

to the individual congregation (a church, we are told, may

the poor in most congregations. American Methodism’s

“choose” to stay “downtown in the city” or in a rural area)

“rags to riches” journey from ragtag populist movement

and remind ethnic congregations of their “special mission”

often at odds with the social, political, and religious

to their “own” neighborhoods.31

powers-that-be to respectable middle-class “mainline”

Should it really surprise us that engagement with the

denomination at the cultural center, has been recounted

poor and marginalized—the ones excluded from many of

ably elsewhere and need not detain us here.26 Recent

our neighborhoods—has become optional for most

statistical data confirm that United Methodism in the

United Methodist churches? How could this ecclesial

United States today remains overwhelmingly a church of

paradigm challenge a middle-class suburban congregation

the middle

class.27

By not critically questioning the

(many of whose members left “downtown” precisely in

church’s social location at the outset the bishops have set

search of a “better neighborhood” in the suburbs) to

up the first roadblock in the church’s movement to the

consider those “on the other side of the tracks” as more

margins. This blind spot leads to a second move

than objects of benevolence? How could such a theology

(unsurprising in light of the first) that erects a further

invite congregations to view the poor as integral to their

roadblock. This move has to do with the way the bishops

identity as people of God when it endorses or, at the

understand the formation of congregational identity and

very least, acquiesces to societal structures that keep

mission. In part to counter what they see as a top-heavy,

prosperous and poor apart? The fact is (as Wesley would

top-down bureaucracy that stifles congregational variety,

attest32) when the poor are marginal to a congregation’s

creativity, and vitality, the bishops urge congregations to

sense of neighborhood, it is very likely they will remain

discern their own unique identities with reference to a

marginal to its self-understanding and ministry as

specific locality, their particular “neighborhoods.” Each

well. Thus, the fixation on the “local,” bolstered by

congregation—be it rural or urban, downtown or uptown,

“the American predilection for local rule and principled

inner city or suburb—is urged to discern its own “distinc-

congregationalism,”33

tive call and special gifts to be acted upon in a unique way

“immobile” in the middle, “inert” in the center, “paralyzed”

in [its] particular place.”28 In arising in relation to a specific

in the middle class.34

keeps

the

church

securely

geography, the congregation’s identity, as the “story of the

The third move is to install the Great Commission (Matt.

corporate life of the faith community in [a particular]

28:19-20) as the central mission of congregations.35 To see

place,”29 establishes the congregation’s sense of “home.”

how the injunction to “make disciples” threatens to

Now, no one disputes that, as historical entities,

exacerbate rather than overcome the marginality of the

congregations necessarily discern and live out their

poor in our church, we need to move beyond Vital

identity as body of Christ in specific concrete contexts. The

Congregations and observe how this charge has come to be

problem has to do with the bishops’ uncritical alignment

understood and used in more recent renewal discourse,

of congregational identity and “neighborhood.” The

especially since its adoption as the official mission

episcopal leaders seem to ignore the fact neighborhoods

statement of the denomination at the 2000 General

are not innocent pieces of geography. They are formed and

Conference.36 Wrested from even the moderating theological

kept in place by a complex configuration of economic,

context of Vital Congregations, uncoupled from the rich

social, political, racial, and class factors. As constructions,

structures

neighborhoods reflect and often reinforce the painful

Christians,37 and increasingly tethered to denominational

economic, class, and racial divisions endemic in

self-preoccupation, the injunction to make disciples has

American society. As such, these factors operate as criteria

assumed a logic that virtually ensures that the poor will

for deciding who belongs in the neighborhood and

remain at arms’ length as objects of churchly benevolence.

who doesn’t, who is “neighbor” and who is

not.30

of

Wesley’s

“prescription”

for

forming

Not

It is important to note that this logic arises precisely when

surprisingly, those of us living in “uptown” neighborhoods

the church forgets the basis of its identity and mission

rarely engage the folks living “downtown,” except on those

in the missio Dei. Increasingly anxious over unrelenting
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denominational decline, the church is tempted to take

The logic of community that marginalizes the poor

matters into its own hands. In this way a logic of

through mechanisms of projection and control continues

community and mission takes hold that blocks that very

in the bishops’ most recent proposals for denominational

“sense of community” the bishops in Children and Poverty

renewal. In 2004, the Council announced seven “vision

considered essential to authentic discipleship and faithful

pathways” to assist the church in its task of making

proclamation of the gospel.38 Let me explain.

disciples,44 which they subsequently consolidated into an

Sarah Lancaster shows how the structure of the

“action plan” consisting of four “areas of emphasis.” The

language of “making” marks a clear distinction between

poor and marginalized manage to show up in two of

“disciples already ‘made’ reaching out to ‘make’ other

these: actions to “strengthen ministries with the poor” and

disciples.”39 Thus is set up a notion of a community

to launch a “global health initiative” aimed at preventing

with sharply drawn boundaries between “insiders” and

and eliminating diseases that result from poverty.45

“outsiders,” between “us” and “them”—and, in my view,

“Partnering with the poor” involves collaboration among

by extension, between those who “have” and those who

general agencies, which includes a proposal to the 2008

“don’t have.” Within this framework, the outsider projects a

General Conference to “affirm ministry with the poor,”

lack and so becomes the object of the insiders’ missional

development of multilingual education resources aimed at

intentions. Making disciples, says Lancaster, amounts to

influencing public policy, and the launching of six “pilot

us.”40

Now, of course neither Lancaster

projects” for ministry with the poor, both in the United

nor I would deny that new Christians should look and act

States and in the central conferences.46 Laudable as these

differently insofar as they submit to the rhythms of the

efforts are, as “emphases”—let alone as “pilot projects”—

community’s shared disciplines. Indeed, we would both

the poor remain marginal to the church’s vision of renewal.

insist upon it. The problem is that the logic of the current

Moreover, in the “area of emphasis” devoted to starting

formulation of the mission statement obscures the priority

new churches (aimed at stemming the forty-year

of God’s grace in the process of making disciples.

membership decline in the United States), those on the

Consequently, the church, however subtly, emerges as the

margins (“new immigrant and refugee communities” and

making them “like

primary

actor;41

and so “making” threatens to take on

“expanding racial/ethnic populations”) appear to be of

overtones of “creating,” of products “made,” which opens

interest largely as prime target audiences in a comprehen-

the door to attitudes of manipulation and control. In this

sive church growth strategy.47 I trust I am wrong in

way, the other easily becomes a projected other, an object

detecting here a subtle, although surely unintended,

for our (however noble) purposes.

instance of the proclivity to control and manipulate

Given the one-way nature of this logic of community

identified earlier. Be that as it may, the bishops need to

and mission, it is not difficult to see how the poor and

clarify just how the poor and marginalized will figure

marginalized—the ultimate “outsiders” to most United

into strategies to develop new congregations. For, as

Methodist congregations—are little more than objects of

Theodore Jennings has shown, denominational church

the congregation’s outreach. The kind of reshaping of the

growth efforts tend to favor affluent areas while renewal

church the bishops had envisioned in Children and Poverty

initiatives for economically depressed areas face obstacles

is simply not possible on this model. Reordering the

or, in some cases, even active discouragement.48

church’s identity in solidarity with the poor requires
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community built on a two-way process. 42 Here,

Recovering an Episcopal Vision

engagement with the poor becomes a means of grace in

If, as I have been arguing thus far, the bishops had it right

which a new sense of community takes form based on

in Children and Poverty, then how do United Methodists

reciprocity, openness, and mutual respect—an ecclesial

recover that generative vision for their life together today?

existence much like the Beloved Community the bishops

The bishops were clear that implementing the initiative in

envisioned earlier. As Joerg Rieger reminds us, the

The United Methodist Church would mean confronting

first step toward building such community is to give

“formidable challenges” and would require “many years

up the desire to control. Giving up control opens us to

of sustained focus.”49 The bishops’ decision in 2004 to

respect for both the human and the divine Other, thus

discontinue the initiative shows just how intractable these

making room for transformative encounters with God,

challenges are. And yet, if we believe, as I do, that the

who promises to meet us precisely in communion with

bishops were right to claim that The United Methodist

the human other.43

Church will experience authentic renewal only in

solidarity with the poor, then recovering this episcopal

margins can teach the center: the center always exists in

vision is not optional. If so, then the question becomes:

relation to the margins, and often on the backs of those on

What would it take for this vision to become the dominant

the margins.51 Therefore, as long as United Methodists

path toward renewal for United Methodists? There is no

fail to question the dynamic that holds center and margins

way, of course, in the few pages that remain to do justice to

in place, they remain blind to their captivity to the

this complex question, nor will I try to. Instead, I

political, cultural, and economic powers-that-be—and,

conclude by suggesting four steps—one spiritual, three

consequently, their common interest will reflect rather

theological—that I believe would assist United Methodists

than challenge the cultural common interest.

in their journey to the margins.

This is where the bishops’ provocative insight into
Mark 2 discussed earlier emerges with prophetic force: it

Embracing the Gift of Downward Mobility

truly is only in the company of “the poor, the oppressed,

As the bishops were fully aware, persuading middle-class

the sick, the estranged, the hopeless, the broken in spirit”

United Methodists that engagement with the poor belongs

that the church can find the healing it needs. It is in being

to the essence of the gospel will require nothing short of

carried to the Master by the victims of the center that the

conversion. Crucial to this conversion is to discern in the

church can find the release from its captivity to the

church’s increasing cultural disestablishment not a threat

center and can experience the renewal it so desires.

but a gift—indeed, a movement of divine providence.

If it is the case that the church needs the poor for its own

Then, says Douglas John Hall, the church would be ready to

healing into faithfulness, then engagement with the poor

exchange a theology of glory for a theology of the cross.

cannot but be integral to its identity and mission. One-way

Then it would be persuaded that “a theology which finds

acts of outreach, which ultimately serve to keep the poor at

strength in weakness and significance in littleness and

arms’ length, will no longer do. Only in solidarity with the

purity in brokenness might have something entirely

poor, based on relationships of mutual trust and respect,

significant to say to our world.”50 A United Methodist

reciprocity and openness, can the church experience

Church that understands this insight would interpret its

renewal at the hands of its Master.

journey to the margins not as a grudging concession to the
inexorable play of social, political, and economic forces, or

Recovering the Priority of the Missio Dei

even as the result of a choice it has made. Rather, United

Ultimately, as the bishops saw so clearly, the reshaping of

Methodists would find themselves in solidarity with the

The United Methodist Church in community with the poor

poor because they have discovered, once more, that it is

begins not with nostalgic trips down memory lane or

from here that they can say something entirely significant

stepped-up social action. Indeed, it begins not with us at

to the world—and that they can do so only because

all but with God. Thus, United Methodists will need to

they have realized that it is from here that God is saying

reclaim the priority of the missio Dei for the church’s

something entirely significant to the world.

identity and mission. Only in construing its mission and

In grasping this insight United Methodists would

ministry theocentrically will the church recognize the call

comprehend that it is precisely at the margins that they

of the margins as a divine beckoning. Moreover, only in

can learn truths about themselves and about God that they

grasping the mystery of God’s redemptive way with the

cannot learn while remaining at the center. Joerg Rieger’s

world will the church comprehend why it is, what it is, and

distinction between “common interest” and “special

where it is in the world. For it once again will have the eyes

interest” illustrates the point well. Given their privilege,

to see the divine conspiracy to weave the Kingdom into

power, and relative wealth, says Rieger, those in the center,

being from the bottom up. United Methodists will under-

in the “middle”—be that in culture or in the church—

stand, once more, that God has chosen the margins as the

decide what counts as the common interest. Everything

site for redeeming the world. By going where the pain is

that falls outside the common interest (such as ministry

greatest God exposes the myriad ways in which the

with those on the margins) is considered a “special

political, social, and, above all, the economic systems in

interest.” Since we’re led to believe that the “middle” has it

our increasingly global world exclude, marginalize, and

right (after all, everything not in the middle is by definition

oppress. Thus, in identifying with those who suffer, God in

“extreme”) and deserves what it has, the tensions that

Christ proclaims good news to the poor. And yet, precisely

occur in creating and sustaining the common interest

because the center does not exist apart from the margins—

remain covered up. Thus emerges a key truth that the

because the reality of the margins “is also part of the
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(mostly repressed) reality of those who are part of the

embracing holiness and not disciple-making as the

powers that be”52— the gospel comes as a word of

church’s mission. The fact is mission and community

liberation to the rich and powerful also, although they are

cannot be separated: they mutually imply and condition

unlikely to receive it as such!

each other. As I trust is clear from my earlier analysis,

Thus, in the logic of the divine love, God offers healing

the dynamic of community embedded in the current

to the whole body by attending to where the pain is and to

formulation of the church’s mission exhibits a logic that

what causes the pain. In this way, the tremendum et

not only keeps the poor at arms’ length but also tempts

fascinans reality of the uncontrollable God is able to save

the church into a posture of manipulation and control. By

us all—“those forced to endure the greatest pressures

contrast, the logic of cruciform love at the heart of holiness,

in our time, and . . . those of us . . . used to exerting

instantiating the self-emptying love expressed in the missio

pressure.”53

The church identifies with the poor, suffers

their exclusion, oppression, and abuse, and with them

Dei, invites a dynamic of ecclesial life that nurtures just the
kind of virtues needed for solidarity with the poor.

resists the powers-that-be because this is God’s way of

The bishops’ vision in Children and Poverty makes this

healing a human community in pain, including the church.

move possible, since love is central to their argument for

The church follows God to the margins because it has no

the church’s engagement with the poor and their descrip-

other reason for being but to imitate the mystery of God’s

tion of the Beloved Community. Yet, curiously, they do not

way with the world. The church’s cruciform praxis flows

take this step. This is unfortunate. Precisely their rich

from God’s cruciform praxis.

heritage of holiness allows United Methodists both to

It should be clear, then, that the church’s option for the

address the shortcomings in the dominant renewal

poor has nothing to do with the moral superiority of the

narrative and creatively to retrieve concepts, disciplines,

poor or any special privileges they might have, let alone

and practices that enable formulations of community and

that the poor now assume the role of power and authority

mission in which the poor are integral to the church’s being

previously occupied by the center.54 South African

and doing. Again, a few comments will need to suffice.

theologian Albert Nolan, writing during apartheid, puts

First, holiness recovers the radical nature of love of God

the point succinctly: “The option for the poor is not a

and neighbor envisioned by Wesley. For Wesley, the love

choice about the recipients of the gospel message, to whom

that marks the Methodist “character” is unconditional,

we must preach the gospel; it is a matter of what gospel

self-emptying, dispossessing, cruciform —giving itself

we preach to anyone at all.”55

with profligate abandon to God in the neighbor.57 Thus,

Nurturing a Holy People

holy love exhibits a logic in which love is always to
be directed outward, forever focused on the other. But,

The previous paragraphs bring us to what the bishops in

crucially, the neighbor is a very particular other—the

Children and Poverty have called “the great challenge”

stranger, the poor, the oppressed.58 Second, holiness as

facing The United Methodist Church; namely, how to

radical love of God in the neighbor affirms the priority of

understand our life together in such a way that the poor

the missio Dei as well as the mode of its presence in the

are genuine partners in the gospel and not merely objects

world, which the church is summoned to imitate. Jennings

of congregational benevolence. “We are convinced,”

puts the point well:

they claim, “that the reshaping of the church and the
proclamation of the gospel cannot take place apart from
a newly developed sense of community” 56 — a vision of
ecclesial life they later would identify and describe as the
8
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Beloved Community.
Articulating such an understanding of ecclesial
community would require attention to the role and
interrelation of doctrine, theology, polity, and institutional
structure in forming and nurturing the church’s identity

[Holiness] entails an imitation of the one who
though he was rich, for our sakes became poor.
It is . . . an embodiment of the practice of love that
lives in sacrificial solidarity and unconditional
generosity among those who are excluded by the
religious and secular systems of deceit, destruction,
and death. . . . [Holiness] is the imitation of the divine
love under the concrete forms of social, political,
economic and religious history.59

and mission, a task that exceeds the confines of this

As imitating the divine love, the church’s pursuit of

paper. So I will restrict myself to two comments. First,

holiness is forever a response: the church loves because

United Methodists can take an important step toward an

God loves. As seeking holiness in community with those on

understanding of community in solidarity with the poor by

the margins, the church loves the way God loves. Thus, in

so embodying holy love in mission and community, United

challenging yet joyous task of forming “real” Christians,

Methodists participate in the divine conspiracy to heal

as Wesley called it,64 of shaping selves skilled in the

creation from the margins. Third, holiness as radical

discipline and understanding of holiness as radical love

love of the marginal others fosters a spirituality on the

of God and neighbor.65

margins, a “spirituality on the edge.” Instead of opting for

This brings me to my second comment. How is such a holy

the safety of a “spirituality of security”— safely at the

people to be nurtured and sustained? Again, an adequate

center—a spirituality on the edge embraces the precarity,

response to this question is not possible here. I’ll confine

instability, poverty, and vulnerability of marginality,

myself to one observation. I believe the means of grace can

because it lives from a God who has embraced poverty,

play a crucial role not only in forming the virtues of holy love

vulnerability, and marginality.60

but also in assuring that engagement with the poor remains

The logic of holiness can release the church from its

integral to the church’s life. Surprisingly, the bishops nowhere

current flirtation with ecclesiocentrism, from its tendency

mention the means of grace, except to call the poor a means

to fixate on institutional self-preoccupation—what Outler

of grace and transformation.66 First, as Wesley and the early

calls “ecclesia per se—institutional maintenance and

Methodists knew so well, the means of grace, both works of

As essentially other-directed, holiness

piety and works of mercy, are essential in fostering the “holy

allows United Methodists to restore a vision of the church

tempers” of humility, openness, self-denial, and the like, so

that is theocentric, focusing not on perpetuating its own

central to a community in true solidarity with the poor.67

existence but on the mysteries of the missio Dei in the

Second, as Joerg Rieger, Randy Maddox, Theodore Jennings,

world. In so doing, the church is enabled both to restore

and others have pointed out, by designating the works of

the irreducible priority of the divine gracious initiative and

mercy as means of grace, Wesley took a crucial step in making

properly to situate the place and role of the church in the

engagement with the poor essential to the holy life.68 This

divine mission in the world. God does not belong to the

means solidarity with the poor can never be optional for the

church or to any institution. Grace, as the uncanny pres-

church, if it seeks the holiness without which no one will see

ence-absence of the divine Other, can never be objectified

the Lord.69 And precisely by shaping the virtues of gratitude,

management.”61

or commodified, or made to function as a “rationale,” or

humility, and empathy, the works of mercy foster a

even a “goal,” of the church’s mission. In its “divine wild-

community in which both the one who practices the

ness,”62 the Spirit blows where it wills, inside and outside

means and the one who receives them are transformed.70

the church, on behalf of the church and in spite of the

Engagement with the poor thus becomes a two-way street of

church, forever resisting closure, totalization, system.

mutual transformation.71 In the dynamic flow of such mutual

Retrieving holiness thus construed as the church’s

transformation a holy people is formed and sustained in

mission provides the basis for an ecclesial community

which the divine conspiracy finds concrete embodiment.

grounded in mutual respect, openness, and reciprocity in

As such, the church becomes a prolepsis of the coming

which the poor are genuine partners in the gospel and not

Reign— a foretaste of the divine oikonomia in which all of

objects of churchly benevolence. The very definition of

God’s creatures will have access to the conditions of life and

holiness as outlined above makes it impossible for the poor

everyone will have what it takes to live.72 Precisely as a sign

to be kept at arms’ length. Moreover, the logic of holiness

of God’s reign, the church must be a counterculture —

subverts the impulse to control and manipulate inherent in

a messianic community in which the social, political, and

community based on the mission to make disciples as

economic factors that divide, oppress, and exclude are

it is currently interpreted. Finally, holiness provides the

resisted and overcome.

appropriate context for the injunction to make disciples.
Situating the task of disciple-making within the larger

Encouraging a New Ecclesiological Imagination

mission of holiness allows a proper theological articulation

United Methodists desperately need a new ecclesiological

of its nature and its place within the total mission and

imagination if the fundamental reshaping of the church

ministry of the church and, in so doing, forestalls its

the bishops envisioned is to become a reality. For if my

cooptation in the interest of institutional preoccupation.

earlier analysis has merit, the model of church currently in

Thus, I believe Robert Neville is exactly right when he

vogue merely perpetuates our present alienation from the

claims that the task of disciple-making is a part but

poor. Here our theologians can play a critical part. But this

not the whole of the church’s

calling.63

Making disciples, as

means United Methodist theology would need to shed its

teaching and learning the way of Jesus, is part of that

longstanding ambivalence about ecclesiology, epitomized
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in the tired “society versus church” debates.73 And it must

world— to shape our theological and ecclesial consciousness

do so because the deaths of 35,000 children a day from

in new ways. Such conversations will no doubt be challenging

poverty and preventable diseases have rendered deep-

and unsettling, at times even painful, particularly for those

running, sustained theological reflection on the nature,

of us in the First World. Yet, if sustained with courage and

mission, and ministry of the church a moral and spiritual

openness, these encounters could play a crucial role not only

obligation.74 As Joerg Rieger has pointed out, “no theology

in the renewal of the church’s theological mind (Rom. 12:2)

can afford not to give an account of what God is doing

but also in prompting, guiding, and accompanying the

among those who suffer the most.”75 Yet, despite important

church’s journey to the margins.

recent contributions that deserve careful study and

Consequently, one of the most critical contributions

retrieval,76 Methodist theology for the most part continues

that United Methodist theologians can make is to provide

to reflect social and intellectual paradigms and interests

the church with ecclesiological models that incorporate

largely unaffected by the suffering of the world’s poor.77

thorough analyses of the political, social, and economic

The paradigm shift in being and doing church involved

structures of the twenty-first-century world, particularly

in a journey from the center to the margins requires careful

the increasingly all-defining reality of global capitalism.

theological guidance if it is going to have the theological,

There is no avoiding this admittedly complex task.

spiritual, and institutional integrity to sustain it over

Theological proposals that fail to reflect a deep under-

the long haul. But this guidance depends upon an

standing of the structures, relationships, and exclusionary

ecclesiological imagination grounded in approaches to the

dynamics of the global market will offer the church little

theological task normed and focused by a commitment to

guidance in interpreting the gospel in actual situations of

“the least of these.” Thus, United Methodist theology can

suffering. As a result the integrity of the church’s witness

take a crucial step by taking as a fundamental commitment

suffers, because the church will lack crucial intellectual

Richard Heitzenrater’s challenge to “let the deprivations of

and practical resources for discerning with integrity how,

all our neighbors help shape our moral imagination, our

when, and where to resist the powers in the diverse and

ethical consciousness, our theological categories, and our

multifaceted contexts in which the gospel summons

social programs.”78

it to act. Fortunately, for some time now a number of

The need to locate United Methodist theology intentionally

theologians, among them United Methodist theologians,

and self-consciously “between God and the excluded”79 is

have been interpreting the challenges of the emerging

much more than an academic matter. Today, one out of three

global market in their theological proposals.81 The urgency

United Methodists lives outside the United States. And if

of the times demands that this practice become central to

current denominational figures are any indication, the

all United Methodist theology.

growth will increase dramatically in the years ahead.80
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As United Methodists outside the United States become more

Conclusion

numerous, the disparity in wealth, power, and influence

At the end of the day, many people may consider it foolish-

between United Methodists in the First World and their

ness to think that a denomination as large and as diverse

brothers and sisters in impoverished Third World settings will

and, some would argue, as fractured, as The United

become increasingly difficult to ignore. The denomination and

Methodist Church could be persuaded to opt for the

its theologians will need to confront the theological, moral, and

margins, again. After all, didn’t the bishops warn us that

institutional implications of this emerging reality for our

such an effort faces “formidable challenges” and would

theology and practice of church—particularly in light of our

require “many years of sustained focus”? And doesn’t their

stated commitment to be a “global” church. It is critical that

decision to discontinue the initiative on children and

the theological perspectives of United Methodist theologians

poverty signal that such an undertaking is simply not

from both First and Third worlds be heard fully — and

possible? Perhaps it does. And yet we face a dilemma: If, as

equally—in the dialogue. As with our engagement with the

Children and Poverty suggests, and as I have argued as

poor, so with our approach to theology: one-way relationships

well, solidarity with the poor is an imperative of the gospel,

must end. Two-way conversations open opportunities for

then opting for the margins is not an option after all. It is an

the realities of poverty, suffering, and exclusion, as well

act of obedience—which means we do not have a choice

as the social, political, and economic mechanisms that

not to undertake this journey in cruciform discipleship.

enable and perpetuate them—realities that impact the daily

Yet, where do we begin? What would provide the

lives of growing numbers of United Methodists around the

momentum for such a movement of renewal? The

burden of my paper has been to suggest that theological

Order of Deacons to live into its potential as the

reformulation of the nature and mission of the church is a

community set apart to lead in “connecting the church

crucial—even a foundational— step in this movement. But

with the most needy, neglected, and marginalized among

theology alone is not enough. Neither are pronouncements

the children of God.”85

from the denominational hierarchy, including episcopal

Perhaps, taken together, these modest efforts, and many

initiatives. Indeed, Joerg Rieger argues that, to be

others besides, will become the mustard seeds that, finding

successful, the renewal of the church embodied in

fertile soil, flourish into trees (Matt. 13:31-32) whose leaves

Children and Poverty must take the form of a “reformation

offer healing to the church and to the world (Rev. 22:2).

from

below.”82

He has a point. So one way to begin a

momentum toward renewal is to identify, connect, and
support the many United Methodist congregations,
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